Mathematical models can help to resolve the longstanding question of whether more diverse communities are more stable. Here, I focus on how local dispersal and local interactions}hallmarks of spatial communities}affect stability in a spatially implicit model with demographic stochasticity. The results are based on a novel way to analyze moment equations. The main conclusion is that the type and strength of density-dependent factors, such as fecundity and competition, determine whether local dispersal and local interactions increase or decrease stability. Local dispersal has a stabilizing effect when fecundity is high, interspecific competition is either low or high, and the number of species is small. Effects of local migration on stability are amplified when space is explicit. 
INTRODUCTION
There has been a longstanding controversy whether a more diverse community is more stable. In the 1950s, MacArthur (1955) and Elton (1958) argued for a positive relationship between diversity and stability of communities, which came to be known as the diversitystability hypothesis. This hypothesis was generally accepted until May (1973) , using mathematical models, demonstrated that stability in competitive systems declines with diversity. (Stability in his case refers to eigenvalue stability.) Few experiments were conducted to confirm or refute the stability-diversity hypothesis (Mellinger and McNaughton, 1975; McNaughton, 1977 McNaughton, , 1985 until the 1990s when interest in mechanisms for the maintenance of biodiversity grew (Frank and McNaughton, 1991; Tilman and Downing, 1994) . In recent years, Tilman and coworkers (Tilman and Downing, 1994; Tilman, 1996; Tilman et al., 1998; Lehman and Tilman, 2000) have found evidence through experiments and mathematical models that on average increased diversity destabilizes species biomass but stabilizes total biomass. The controversy, however, is not resolved at this point.
Mathematical models that address the stabilitydiversity hypothesis are typically nonspatial (Gardner and Ashby, 1970; DeAngelis, 1975; Gilpin, 1975; Pimm, 1979; King and Pimm, 1983; Tilman et al., 1998; Lehman and Tilman, 2000) , even though many communities, in particular plant communities, are inherently spatial because interactions and dispersal are both local. To address how local interactions and local dispersal affect biomass stability as a function of species richness, I present and analyze a spatially implicit Markovian patch model, which generalizes the single trophic level two-species model of Pacala and Levin (1997) to multiple species. Furthermore, I will discuss implications of these results for spatially explicit models.
THE MODEL
The model is a continuous time Markov process with discrete population size defined on an infinite number of identical patches, which are inhabited by k competing species. Population dynamics are given by a stochastic individual-based model that evolves in continuous time. Within patch dynamics and migration between patches are as follows. The number of individuals of species i; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k; at time t; t50; within a patch is denoted by q it : (Since all patches are identical, we do not label the patch.) Mortality of an individual of species i is density independent at rate m i : Per capita fecundity depends on within patch densities of all species present in the patch and is given by
The parameter f i is the maximum fecundity, b i is the intraspecific interaction parameter, and a ij describes the strength of interspecific competition. If F ðÁÞ is negative, fecundity is set to 0. Patches are linked through migration, that is, an offspring of an individual of species i remains in the patch where it was born with probability 1 À m i ; and moves to a randomly chosen patch with probability m i : This modeling approach falls into the class of stochastic (Markovian) patch models (Chesson, 1984; Shmida and Ellner, 1984; Pacala and Tilman, 1994) . The model itself is an extension of a model of neighborhood competition between two species introduced in Pacala and Levin (1997) . Stochasticity in this model is demographic; there is no environmental stochasticity.
SPECIES RICHNESS AND STABILITY
Species richness is defined as the number of species without taking their respective abundances into account.
There is no universal agreement on how to define stability in ecology and its definition depends on the modeling approach. For deterministic models, stability is most often defined in terms of eigenvalue stability, where the real parts of all eigenvalues of the Jacobi matrix evaluated at a point equilibrium are negative (see, for instance, May, 1973) . For stochastic models, the variance needs to be taken into account. I employ the definition of temporal stability, S; suggested by Lehman and Tilman (2000) as the ratio of mean abundance over standard deviation of within patch abundance, that is
This quantity is proportional to the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation, and has the advantage that larger values of S correspond to more stable communities. Stability in this model is computed at a local scale (within a patch) since this is the scale where stochastic variation occurs. At the global scale, that is, when quantities are averaged over all patches, statistical averaging removes random variation. There is an implicit ergodic assumption here, namely, we equate variances across patches with within patch variance over time.
METHODS
It is not possible to explicitly compute the equilibrium probability distribution P ðn 1 ; n 2 ; . . . ; n k Þ that a randomly chosen patch contains n i individuals of species i; 14i4 k; except for the special case m i ¼ 1 for 14i4k: As such, we employ an approximation method, the moment closure method (Pacala and Levin, 1997; Bolker and Pacala, 1999) , that allows the approximation of the equilibrium mean abundance and variance for m i close to 1. Moment approximations for stochastic population models have a long history in biology (see, e.g., Bartlett, 1956; Smith and Mead, 1980) . The quantity N i ðtÞ denotes the mean number of individuals of species i in a randomly chosen patch at time t: Similarly, s 2 i ðtÞ and C ij ðtÞ denote the variance of species i and the covariance between species i and j in a randomly chosen patch at time t: I show in Appendix A that
The equation for the mean abundance is exact but contains both variance and covariance terms. It is straightforward to derive equations for the dynamics of s 2 i and C ij : However, these equations contain third central moments. Likewise, equations for these third central moments contain fourth central moments, and so on. The system of equations therefore is not closed. Unless one knows how higher order moments are related to lower order moments, the use of an approximation method that allows one to close the system of equations is necessary. A commonly used approximation method, the moment closure method, approximates all central moments beyond a certain order by their values at the point of approximation (m i ¼ 1; in our case). I use the functional relationship between third moments and lower order moments at the point of approximation (m i ¼ 1; 14i4k) to approximate third central moments (see Pacala and Levin, 1997) . (The variance and covariance equations are derived in Appendix A.) Employing the moment closure method for the variance of species i; s 2 i ; yields ds
and for the covariance between species r and s
where (Fig. 1) .
This approach allows us to determine the effect of limited migration close to m ¼ 1: Since the equations are exact when m ¼ 1 and the derived quantities are continuous in m; the observed trend (positive or negative effect of limited migration) is then also exact. Therefore, this method has an advantage over numerically solving the moment equations for fixed values of m51 where the accuracy of the approximation is unknown. In addition, this method results in analytically tractable expressions so that the entire parameter space can be investigated all at once and not just for specific values used in the numerical analysis. Using derivatives at a limiting point where an approximation becomes exact has been employed previously (see, e.g., Cohen, 1966; Levin et al., 1984) .
RESULTS
This model has a staggering number of parameters. To simplify the analysis, I assume that species have identical parameters; that is,
. . . ; k; and for iaj; a ij ¼ a: Furthermore, to obtain a nontrivial stable equilibrium in which all k species coexist when m ¼ 1; I assume that 04a51 and f > m þ b (see below).
When m ¼ 1; every offspring migrates. Migration is modeled by a Poisson process with mean equal to the average per patch abundance. This, together with the assumption that only fecundity is affected by within patch densities implies that the equilibrium distribution is Poisson. Therefore, the mean equals the variance, and covariances are equal to 0.
To compute the mean of the equilibrium distribution, set dN i =dt ¼ 0 in (1), and use the fact that C ij ¼ 0 and s 2 i ¼ N i at equilibrium when m ¼ 1: Denoting the mean abundance of species i by N ; which is the same for all i due to the choice of parameters, yields where k denotes the number of species. Equation (4) shows that f > m þ b is needed for N to be positive. The term ''Àb'' in the numerator on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) is due to intraspecific local variance. When all species have identical parameters, the mean of the total number of individuals per patch in equilibrium, denoted by N tot ; is
Since the mean is equal to the variance for a Poisson distribution, the temporal stability S simplifies to
Thus, the individual species stability for m ¼ 1 is
which is a decreasing function of the number of species, k: The total species stability when m ¼ 1 is
which is increasing in k (see Fig. 2 ). The decrease in individual temporal stability with diversity is caused by the competitive interaction between the species in the community (S ind is a strictly decreasing function of k when a > 0). That total species stability increases with diversity has been observed in other models as well (Lehman and Tilman, 2000) and can be traced back to overyielding, which means that the mean number of individuals of all species exceeds the mean number of individuals of the most abundant species in monoculture (or, since here all species are identical, the mean monoculture abundance of any of the species).
To investigate the effect of limited dispersal (m51), I analyze the moment equations in both the single-and the multi-species case. The moment equations are approximate and become accurate as m tends to 1 from below. To study the effect of limited dispersal, it is therefore justified to use the moment equations to determine how mean abundances and variances change for m close but less than 1.
The Single-Species Case
Species abundance and stability depend in a nontrivial way on migration. This is apparent in the single-species case. To avoid trivialities, assume that the mean abundance is positive when
In Appendix B, I show that at equilibrium
Equation (6) describes the effect of limited dispersal on equilibrium abundances:
That is, limiting migration has a positive effect on mean equilibrium abundance if and only if fecundity is sufficiently large relative to the mortality and intraspecific competition parameters (f > 2m þ b). An increase in mean abundance for m51 only holds for values of m that are close to 1. When m ¼ 0; no migrants are exchanged between patches, and a subpopulation that is entirely cut off from immigration eventually dies out. Furthermore, it follows from results of Chesson (1984) and Neuhauser (1990) that there exists a critical value m c > 0 depending on f ; m; and b; such that the population goes extinct for m5m c ; and has a positive probability of survival for m > m c : Neither Chesson (1984) nor Neuhauser (1990) sheds any light on the behavior at the critical value m c : Based on the behavior of a critical branching process, however, it is reasonable to conjecture that the process dies out when m ¼ m c : (In general, it is quite difficult to prove extinction at the critical value, and this has only been shown for the simplest models.) To assess the effect of limited migration on stability
Thus, stability increases with limited dispersal if and only if mean abundance increases with limited dispersal. It follows from (6)- (8) that limited migration has a negative effect on stability (i.e., The index of dispersion l ¼ s 2 =N can help to get a better understanding of how stability is affected by limited migration. I show in Appendix B that
which implies that an increase in stability is equivalent to a decrease in the index of dispersion. The index of dispersion is a measure of ''evenness.'' A small value of l indicates that there is little variation relative to mean abundance among the patches. A high fecundity (measured by f ) relative to the density limiting parameters m and b allows patches to recover quickly from low densities. This is facilitated when not all offspring migrate, as is the case when m51; thus resulting in a more even distribution when m51 but close to 1. Too little migration has a negative effect on survival as explained above, so that the positive effect of keeping some of one's offspring within a patch is eventually offset by the negative effect of migrating too little.
The Multi-species Case
Individual Stability. To determine how species abundance and individual stability depend on migration in the multi-species case, I proceed as in the singlespecies case. I show in Appendix C that
and that
As in the single-species case, these equations determine the parameter range for f where
To understand how mean local abundance of a single species in the multispecies context changes with k and a as migration changes, I define the critical value of the fecundity f where the sign of dN dm j m¼1 À changes as a function of k and a; denoted by f c ðk; aÞ; namely, using (10),
In order for limited migration to have a positive effect on the mean abundance of a single species, the fecundity has to exceed the critical value given by (11). It follows that @f c ðk;
and, for a > 0; that
Equations (12) and (13) imply that for fixed a; m; and b; f c ðk; aÞ is an increasing function of k but levels off as k goes to infinity. Thus, individual abundance is only positively affected by limited migration when either the fecundity parameter f is sufficiently large (for fixed values of all other parameters) or when fecundity f is intermediate and interspecific competition is either quite weak or relatively strong. If f 2 ðb þ 2m; b þ mða þ 1Þ=aÞ; then limited migration will eventually have a negative effect on individual abundance as the number of species increases.
To determine how individual biomass stability is affected by limited migration, I use S 2 ind ¼ N 2 =s 2 ; to compute
Using (C.6) from Appendix C to replace ds 2 dm j m¼1 À and simplifying the resulting expressions yields
When a ¼ 0; this reduces to
which is the same as (8) upon observing that S ¼ N =s ¼ s when m ¼ 1: This result is of course expected since a ¼ 0 means that there is no interspecific competition; the behavior of individual stability is the same as in the single-species case. When a " 1; the case of strong interspecific competition, it follows that
First note that when k ¼ 1; the right-hand side reduces to
which is less than 0 if f > 2m þ b; consistent with the single-species case. When k > 1; we see that if we fix f ; m and b so that f > 2m þ b (the condition for increase in individual stability under limited migration in the absence of interspecific competition), then increasing k eventually changes the sign of dS ind dm j m¼1 À so that limited migration no longer has a positive effect on individual stability.
If the number of species k and the parameters b and m are fixed, and the interspecific competition parameter a varies between 0 and 1, then limited migration has a positive effect on individual stability for all sufficiently large values of f ; for intermediate values of f ; limited migration only has a positive effect on individual stability when interspecific competition is either weak (a close to 0) or strong (a close to 1). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where the upper curve (labeled ''individual'') describes combinations of a and f where Total Stability. By definition and because all species have identical parameters,
In Appendix D, I show that 
This is of course not surprising since in this case,
As a approaches 1 from below (a " 1), we find that
which implies that provided f > 2m þ b; S tot is positively affected by limited migration for all k:
The situation is more complicated for intermediate values of a: As in the case of individual stability, there exists a critical fecundity f tot ðk; aÞ such that limited migration has a positive effect on total stability if and only if f > f tot ðk; aÞ: For fixed k; f tot ðk; aÞ is humpshaped with f tot ðk; 0Þ ¼ f tot ðk; 1Þ ¼ 2m þ b (see lower graph in Fig. 4 ). For fixed a 2 ð0; 1Þ; f tot ðk; aÞ is an increasing function of k (see Fig. 5 ). Furthermore, f tot ðk; aÞ5f ind ðk; aÞ since total stability is already positively affected when S ind changes sign. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows that a positive effect on individual stability requires higher values of f :
DISCUSSION
Spatially implicit Markovian patch models are a class of models that incorporate space by subdividing the habitat into an infinite number of patches with global dispersal between patches and stochastic local dynamics within patches. When dispersal is global (i.e., every patch is equally accessible from any other patch), space is implicit. In the model considered here, as long as every offspring disperses, the equilibrium distribution is Poisson. Of interest is the investigation of what happens when some offspring stay in the patch where they were born. This then allows the build-up of correlations between abundances of different species within a patch. The results of this study show that local dispersal combined with competition can either stabilize or destabilize the system. I investigated the effects of species number, fecundity, and strength of competition on stability under limited migration. The most interesting feature of this model is the curve that separates the region where limited dispersal has a destabilizing effect from the region where it has a stabilizing effect. This curve is a humpshaped function of the competition parameter a (see Fig. 4 ). This can be understood from results in Pacala and Levin (1997) and Neuhauser and Pacala (1999) , who found that as interspecific competition increases relative to intraspecific competition, spatial segregation occurs that results in reduced effective interspecific competition. The spatial segregation as a approaches 1 yields local monospecific patches.
The behavior of the model considered in this paper can be summarized as follows: When fecundity f is low, decreasing the migration parameter m has a destabilizing effect on both individual and total stability for any number of species. As f increases, the pattern for individual stability is the same, but total stability begins to increase for small numbers of species under limited migration. As f increases further, both individual and total stability increase under limited migration, first for As a consequence of overyielding, as k increases, total stability increases and individual stability decreases when m ¼ 1: The moment approximation yields the same result. However, depending on f ; limited migration may either increase or decrease stability relative to the case when m ¼ 1:
An increase in stability due to limited migration in this Markovian patch model is facilitated by high fecundity f ; low or high interspecific competition, and a small number of species. Pacala and Levin (1997) and Neuhauser and Pacala (1999) showed that this type of competition model exhibits spatial segregation in spatially explicit one-and two-dimensional models as well. It is therefore reasonable to expect that individual and total stability in the analogous one-or two-dimensional spatially explicit model will exhibit similar behavior.
In the spatially explicit model of Neuhauser and Pacala (1999) , at most one individual per site was allowed; competition was between individuals in neighboring patches and dispersal was also within a local neighborhood. This differs from the model considered here where each patch may contain an arbitrary number of individuals and competition only occurs within a patch and dispersal between patches. In this model, the spatial segregation occurs within a patch. In the Neuhauser and Pacala model, the spatial segregation occurred between patches. This between patch segregation is a function of dimension and only occurs in one or two spatial dimensions; three or higher dimensional models do not exhibit this behavior. We may thus conclude that the effects of spatial segregation seen in the spatially implicit Markovian patch model will be amplified in a spatially explicit one-or twodimensional model in both the case when there is at most one individual per site or when multiple individuals occupy a patch. In a three (or higher)-dimensional spatially explicit model, spatial segregation is only observed when patches are allowed to contain an arbitrary number of individuals and then spatial segregation only occurs within the patch. The mechanism of spatial segregation is the same, however, in both the spatially explicit and the spatially implicit models. When the strength of interspecific competition approaches that of intraspecific competition (that is, a " 1), the probability of common ancestry approaches one in the spatially explicit one-or two-dimensional model and increases to values close to one in the spatially implicit Markovian patch model as migration becomes less frequent.
Finally, a comment on the methodology used in this paper. The moment approximation is only good when m is close to 1. Typically, the moment equations are solved numerically for various combinations of parameters. But since the approximation method does not include error estimates, one needs to simulate the spatially implicit stochastic model as well in order to check whether the approximation is still valid; this defies the purpose of the approximation. The methodology employed in this paper, differentiating the quantities of interest at the point where the approximation is exact, allows one to determine how the quantity of interest behaves under the proposed change (as limited migration in this study). Simulations to check the accuracy are no longer needed. In addition, the methodology employed here results in analytical expressions so that the entire parameter space can be explored, not just a limited number of parameter combinations used in numerically solving the moment equations.
APPENDIX A
Here, I derive the moment equations (1) 
which is the equation for mean (1).
To derive (2), we write
Dividing both sides by Dt; using Eq
; and letting Dt ! 0; we find after some simplifying
we find after some steps, which are identical to the steps in the appendix of Pacala and Levin (1997) that
This equation is exact, but in order to solve it, we would need to know how T iii and T iij are related to lower order moments or find equations for T iii and T iij : We do not have an answer for the first option and the second option would result in equations that contain even higher moments. We instead employ a different strategy. Namely, to close the system of equations, we approximate T iii and T iij by their values when m ¼ 1: The resulting equation is then an approximation that becomes exact when m ¼ 1: Since the third central moment of a Poisson distribution T iii ¼ N i ; and the mixed central moment T iij ¼ 0; we find
which is (2).
To derive the covariance between species r and s (Eq. (3)), we write q i ¼ q it ; and set r ¼ 1 and s ¼ 2 to facilitate keeping track of species. This is without loss of generality since all species are equivalent. (We will replaces 1 by r and 2 by s at the end.) Then,
Dividing both sides by Dt; letting Dt ! 0; and using
we find after neglecting third central moments of the form T 112 and T 221 as before that
Using the expression for F i ðqÞ; we find
if we set a 11 ¼ 1: A similar simplification applies to E½q 1 F 2 ðqÞ À N 1 F 2 ðNÞ with a 22 ¼ 1: We then find that
The covariance between species r and s follows by replacing 1 by r and 2 by s; which results in (3).
APPENDIX B
To find dN dm j m¼1 À and ds 2 dm j m¼1 À in the single-species case (k ¼ 1), we differentiate the moment equations (1) and (2). Differentiating the equation for mean (1) with respect to m; we find
ðB:1Þ
Stability Diversity Relationship
Differentiating the equation for the variance with respect to m when k ¼ 1 and evaluating at m ¼ 1 yields
To determine how migration affects stability S ¼ N =s at equilibrium, we compute dS dm 
